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Building Occre’s “Aurora”

Photos and commentary by Michael Butcher
We welcome another experienced model builder’s “go to whoa” report. Michael has built many models, if you wish to check them out
you should visit Michael’s website at <www.mariner80.com>.
This time around, Michael’s latest challenge is the "Aurora" by Occre, purchased from Modeller’s Central.
The Aurora (107.6 x 27 x 12.7 ft, 227 tons) was a brigantine built in
1863 in La Have, Nova Scotia, like so many similar ships built in the
mid 19th century were used to transport passengers and goods in
the North Atlantic. She was well built and survived many storms only to be destroyed by fire in
New York in 1868.
Her most famous passenger was the Rev. John Morton who established a
Presbyterian Church Mission in Trinidad to help the indentured workers from
India who were living in dire conditions on the plantations
after slavery was abolished.
Occre write this as advertising
the model: “Brigantines like the
Aurora were the back-bone of
Rev. J. Morton North American trade during the
19th century. Usually less than
100 feet long and manned by six to eight sailors,
they were built quickly and at relatively low cost.
They were rigged with square sails on the fore
mast and triangular sails on the aft mast for a practical combination of speed and manoeuvrability.
Hundreds of brigantines like the Aurora were built in Nova Scotia, New Brunswick and New
England from the 1830s to the 1920s. These ships transported lumber and salted cod to the
Caribbean in exchange for sugar and rum.”
Nevertheless, quite incorrectly the model is often sold as being a Spanish brig, and flying a
Spanish flag (even illustrated on the box). It should be the Union Jack for the Aurora was destroyed in 1868, 2 years before Canada was established as an independent Dominion.
Michael observed that the model is quite interesting and being grade 3 is quite suitable for
less experienced modellers. The method of work and instructions are (except for the rigging)
very clear in the usual Occre/ Artesenia Latina style.

In this report it is not intended to follow the construction photographically like in other reports,
but rather to give a brief account as the construction progressed with tips about general building as we go along.
Consequently, Michael suggests as follows:1. Bevelling
Bevelling is most important in this model. The ramin used is 4mm x 2mm and in order to obtain a reasonable 'smooth' joint between adjacent planks, bevelling is essential. This seems to
apply mainly when such sized timber is used on a smaller dimension model. The question is how much of an angle to sand off? That can only be answered by trial and error (or maybe
good judgement)! A diagram can be seen on Michael’s website.
2. Pinning and the Second Planking
More often than not, the timber for the second planking is narrower than the first and a harder
wood like walnut is the chosen timber by most kit makers. Although this timber shows up well
as a finished article, it is clearly a harder timber to fashion in the cutting process as it does split
more readily than the softer woods and takes less kindly to the use of the brass pins to secure
to the first planking. It is also is harder to taper and extreme care needs to be taken when using the pinning method at the ends. Hence most kit makers suggest pinning should be avoided and a moderately quick drying adhesive used. Michael prefers to use the UHU contact adhesive which, provided the hole at the outlet is not enlarged, flows quite evenly.
3. Tools and plank application
Should you decide to try the steam iron system, 2 x 300 x 300 tiles can be used (available as
reject tiles from any tile retailer for free or next to nothing), they provide a flat, hard and even
surface which is waterproof. The steam from the iron dampens the wooden table/workbench
whereas working on the tiles provides the dampness for the bending process which can be
wiped up with a cloth on completion.
When doing the planking.
Beside the tiles Michael
keeps the tools shown in
the attached photo.
The small handled tools
with needles (these are
handmade) are used to
make the holes in which to
insert your brass pins
(much more useful than
the recommended tools
that are advertised).
The pencil is used to mark
off the planks where they
1.
Second planking near completion - laid upwards to cenneed to be trimmed.
tre strake and downwards from bulwarks - also twin tiles
The steel rule is held down
shown
tightly for a cut to be made
either with the Stanley
Knife or the smaller hobby knife. Michael also uses the steel rule flat on the ends to press in
the second planking to ensure a tight fit with the previous plank.
The cutters are for making clean cuts when required at plank ends. These are really metal cutters and most useful for using with the brass wire, shortening pins and so on. Hobby shops
have them for around $20.00.
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2.
Stern view showing bevelled planking on
bulwarks - not on the second planking of only 0.6
mms. The vertical planking on stern needs some
tapering.
3.
View of decking and supporting staunchions

4-5. Second planking complete bow
and stern
6.
The model has a false keel
which the instructions said was to
be fitted after the second planking.
it also noted that a 4mm gap
should be left (as can be seen in
previous pics) where the false keel
should be fitted, between the keel
level first and second plankings. That required some careful
positioning and, in hindsight, Michael feels he should have fitted
the false keel before starting the
planking. Doing it the way they
wanted required a great deal of
filing as it was a 5mm gap required. Michael lacked previous
experience with this as other models had fixed keels
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Related to the previous observations, there was a shortfall in the length of the last section of
keel (about 3mm) for which I had to compensate with an insert - not easy to do!
Also, as the 2nd planking was only 0.6 thick, absolute care had to be taken in the sanding to
ensure it wasn't too severe! Quite easy to expose first planking!
Finally, concerns the sealing. Michael always uses a Cabothane clear satin water based application which provides a very good base for painting over or final finish if a natural timber
look is preferred. In this case, he has opted to paint the hull in the 'authentic' colours as the
surface of the 2nd planking timber is pretty rough and sanding doesn't help.
The dark paint is "Hookers Green"
- quite a dark green as called for
but shows up almost black. Michael tried "Olive Green" but that
was too light.
The paints Michael generally uses
are Josonjas Artists colours in
acrylic matt fluid and then he covers them with a clear water
based Cabothane semi-gloss/
satin, which also used as the
sealer.
The white paint is "Titanium 7.
Aurora hull painted
White" which always seems to
stay smooth ie. no tiny lumps as
some brands develop if they are slightly aged! Josonjas paints from the local craft shop have
a good range in tubes which mostly cost under $6.00 each.

8.

Aurora pin rails clipped while drying.

9.
Aurora with clips holding pin rails on
either side.

Photos 8 and 9 show the belaying pin rails being held in position after glueing with the large
clips which he has had for many years and were a godsend when Michael picked up two barrels of them from Bunnings Hardware! They cost $5.00 each barrel and he has never seen
them since (not that he’s looked!).
The rubbing strakes have been added and painted in the "Hookers Green" plus clear
Cabothane sealing.
The next step is making all the deck fittings.
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10. Here we see the deck fittings
in place but without lashings etc
yet to come. The deck housing
was laser cut in fine plywood but
all the surrounds of base, windows
and roofing were handcut which
included a total of 50 mitre joints!
The model is small and the tasks
are minute but very time consuming requiring patience and utmost
care

11. Another view of the deck fittings for perhaps more clarity.
Note there are 5 inflatable rafts in
the white circular containers
placed forrard, midships and on
the after deck house. There is a
bell sited forrard of the windlass
but protected by the bow companionway.

The bell is fitted with a lengthy 'clanger rope'. Two barrels are secured to the to the deck
alongside the bulwarks forrard, three buckets are secured alongside the midship deckhouse
and the lifeboat secured on two supporting timbers above the hatchway. The ships wheel is
on the bulkhead of the poop deck.

13. A closer look at the stern section. It
shows the unusual position of the wheel,
the inflatables on the roof of the deck house
and the unique sliding roof giving access to
the accommodation aft..

12. A closer look at the bow fittings as described above. The anchor davits are in
place and a better view is shown of the
windlass, bell and the drain pump.
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The Order of Work - The rigging
Michael’s normal practice is to make the masts, fix the blocks and other fittings on them and
then affix them in their positions.
He then secures them with the fore and backstays plus the shrouds. Then come the ratlines
before progressing with the making of the yards, fitting them and then continue with the rest of
the rigging.
On this occasion, the way he read the instructions by the kit maker, they required the shrouds
and ratlines only to be fitted after the masts were installed, then the yards and fittings before
the fore and back stays.
Contrary to his preferred routine, Michael allowed himself to try theirs which he regretted. He
will stick to his in future!! The lesson to be learned is to stay with the ways that suit you best
even though others may have differing views!
Ideas and Tips on the rigging - general
The Cottons
1.
Never skimp on the lengths of the cottons cut for the various jobs. It's much easier to cut
off the excesses than start again when there's insufficient length to readily tie the knots or
reeve the ends on to the belaying pins etc.
2.
Always leave the excess cottons after securing the lines to the belaying pins so tensions
can be adjusted at a later stage, if necessary.
3.

Place a spot of adhesive (PVA or similar) on the knots before trimming off excess cotton.

The shrouds
The normal way shrouds are made is for each individual shroud, port and starboard, to be secured separately on the mast. Michael finds it more practical to cut a length of cotton, sufficient
for both at once.
He clove hitches it to the mast allowing similar lengths of cotton on each side, making sure he
have ample length to secure the deadeyes. He then secures the first side to the lower deadeye allowing the measured distance between the deadeyes. This is then repeated on the opposite side making sure the distances are maintained to same. This way adjustments as required can be made by jiggering the clove hitch. It also makes for a neater finish on the mast
when all shrouds are completed.
The Ratlines
Although in reality the ratlines should look 'used' ie. appear to be slack from use, Michael prefers to have them reasonably taught. Sometimes it is not easy to achieve this - depending on
the cotton used and tension on the shrouds.
'Practice makes perfect' applies here and he notes some modellers use a 'cow hitch' or a
‘round turn and two half hitches’ for the ends with clove hitches for the intermediate. He personally uses clove hitches for each and every one - without any problems!
However, Michael can see the benefit in not having a 'tail' at each end - which he 'tap' glues
and trims off. He leaves the ends until he’s satisfied all the tensions are to his liking! He may
try the other knots on the next challenge!!
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14

15

Always wax cottons for the ratlines

Foremast ratlines 2nd tier complete

17 Mainmast lower ratlines complete

16 Foremast showing use of tweezers to
tighten ratlines

18 (above)

Showing untrimmed ratlines

19 (right)

Trimmed ratlines
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20-22
Most standing rigging
is completed

23—24 Rope Coiling: Michael always struggled
with rope coiling by hand, but following a recent article
on rope coiling in Chatterbox he made a modified version of the tool by including a fine dowel centre piece
on the revolving section and it works very well.
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The challenge of attaching sails after other rigging completed
Having assembled the vessel with the full intention of not attaching sails, which is Michael’s
preferred view, he felt there was something 'lacking' in making the model interesting.
Contrary to comments made on various websites of other ship modellers, he decided to proceed with fitting them, despite the interference of all the stays and shrouds, braces and topping
lifts etc. already in place.
Michael approached the challenge as follows:1.
He trialled by loosely fitting the fore course and fore topsail - without the sail lacing. Being
satisfied it improved the overall look, he continued.
2.
All the sails were pre-made in the kit with stitching done in very fine cotton. The clews
and the heads had loop fittings. No reefs were attached and subsequently left off. The sails
were then ironed flat before being boiled in a tea mixture to emulate well used sails. When
dried, they were then soaked in a 50/50 PVA/water mix, placed on rounded containers of various sizes according to the sail size, and dried.
3.
The edging of the heads of the sails had been doubled over so provided a strong support
for the lacing. The instructions said to use 0.15 cotton but this was too difficult to work with
and control so 0.5 cotton was used after a good beeswaxing.
4.
A small sailing needle was used to pre make the holes on the head line and also then to
thread the cotton through as shown in the photographs. (The mistake he made was not to replace the oversized loops on the clews, which he found too difficult to do after having laced in
all the sails) .
5.
There was no written guidance in the kit for the positioning of the sheets and clew lines.
There were plans indicating where they should be secured but many were wrong and/or illogical. Time to use knowledge & guidance/common sense.
6.
Securing these are the most difficult. Most of the belaying pins were taken up and the
plans showed there were a number to be doubled up. This is never easy when the pins are
quite small as they are on this model. The use of two long handled tweezers (used for my
stamp collection!) was invaluable. One should, however, be prepared to untie and reposition
some of the previously secured running rigging to accommodate the clewlines, sheets etc. in
the most appropriate positions.
25. Easing sail lacing through pre-bored holes

26
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Fore course sail attached

27

28

Fore topgallant sail secured

Fore topgallant sail secured

29 Palm
and needle
used to pre
bore double
thick sail
cloth

31 Sailing needle and
palm used to penetrate
thicker doubled sailcloth

30 Sail lacing in situ on
yard

32 Sailing needle
used to pre bore holes
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33 Sailing needle being threaded from aft

Michael feels that this build is not
one of his best efforts nor favourite
model but a challenge just the
same!

Michael also feels that the pre
made sails could have been better
if he had made them himself.

The sail rigging instructions were not clear
and some modifications had to be made at
the last minute.
Michael had to re-rig quite a bit of the rigging he had completed prior to applying
the sails and then he had to spend a deal
of time re-tensioning all.
True to the boxed kit, Michael installed a
Spanish flag, not the Union Jack as discussed on the first page.

THE “AURORA” IS NOW COMPLETED!
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